UK local
authorities
speak up

We recently conducted a survey on how COVID-19 has impacted
remote working and the use of technology in the UK public sector.

Here’s a deep dive on local
authority responses

Local authorities felt that COVID-19 exposed
considerable/substantial shortcomings in their:
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said enabling remote
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When working
from home

To start a group chat between
colleagues, they use:
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Microsoft Teams
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apps
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Personal devices and SMS, WhatsApp, or
Facebook Messenger
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Internal chatting apps other than Microsoft Teams
(notably Slack, Notes, Skype, and Lync were listed)
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SMS or email
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59%

said “The communication tools
on my personal devices are
faster/more efficient for getting
my work done”

want voice integration with
business applications

feel cloud is as secure or
almost as secure as
on-premises ICT solutions
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Top 3 inhibitors to move to
cloud for local councils:
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Conclusions
Many chat apps live in one ecosystem

Data indicates that users need multiple chat apps to exist
in one ecosystem as a distributed model. These
mobile-first messaging platforms are information-driving
engines, and users are leveraging different ones for
different use cases. These platforms are becoming
ecosystems in themselves. User behaviour indicates that
IT needs to embrace a distributed chat ecosystem and
enable it securely to win.

All eyes on citizen experience

Now is the time for customer experience (CX) leaders to
respond to the longer-term shifts in citizen behaviour that
result from this crisis. The way local authorities deal with
their community, their employees, and local businesses in
a crisis is likely to leave lasting memories in citizens’
minds. The best ways to improve experience and
efficiency at the same time is to increase digital
self-service and to make smarter operational trade-offs,
grounded in what matters most to residents.

Budget pressures bear heavily on local councils

Findings indicate there’s pressure to take financial action as
a result of the pandemic. Maintaining investments in citizen
experience underscores how some local leaders are
prioritising business continuity, resilience, and cost savings
through cloud adoption.

READ HOW CUSTOMERS SAVE AN AVERAGE OF
40% WHEN MIGRATING FROM ON-PREMISES
PBX SYSTEMS TO THE RINGCENTRAL CLOUD
Read the case study

This research was derived from the local authority responses from our UK public sector survey report. 
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